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Application Protocol for Co-culture of iCell GlutaNeurons and 
iCell Astrocytes on MaxOne Chip 
Introduction 

MaxOne Single-Well Chip 
MaxOne is a high-density micro-electrode array (HD-MEA) system in a single-
well format capable of recording extracellular neuronal signals at high 
spatiotemporal resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio. MaxOne features 
26,400 active platinum electrodes that are arranged in a grid-structure at  
17.5 µm pitch. Cells are seeded directly on MaxOne’s sensor area to monitor 
their spontaneous electrical activity and for non-invasive functional imaging. 
MaxOne enables the measurement of physiological parameters across 
different scales, ranging from population network activity to single neuron 
and sub-cellular level, accessing signals from dendrites and axons. 

iCell GlutaNeurons 
iCell GlutaNeurons are glutamatergic cortical neurons derived from human 
induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) that exhibit typical physiological 
characteristics and form functional neuronal networks. Due to their high 
purity, functional relevance, and ease of use, iCell GlutaNeurons represent an 
optimal in vitro cell model that is suitable for use in targeted drug discovery, 
toxicity testing, and other life science research. 

iCell Astrocytes 
iCell Astrocytes are specialized glial cells derived from human iPSC that are 
not only support cells for neurons in culture, but are also essential for the 
development of synaptically active cell cultures. Due to their high purity, 
functional relevance, and ease of use, iCell Astrocytes are an ideal 
complement to multiple iPSC-derived neuronal cell types for the study of 
neuronal activity in vitro. 

Required Equipment and Materials 

The following materials are required to culture iCell GlutaNeurons and iCell 
Astrocytes on MaxOne Chips. 

Item Supplier Catalog  Number 

MaxOne Recording Unit MaxWell Biosystems AG MX1-BRD 
MaxOne System (incl. MaxLab Live Software) MaxWell Biosystems AG MX1-SYS 

MaxOne Chip - PSM MaxWell Biosystems AG MX1-S/U-CHP 
MaxOne Lids (autoclave before use) MaxWell Biosystems AG MX1-LID-PSM 

iCell GlutaNeurons Kit FUJIFILM Cellular Dynamics, Inc. R1061 / R1034 
iCell Astrocytes Kit FUJIFILM Cellular Dynamics, Inc. R1092 

BrainPhys Neuronal Medium STEMCELL Technologies 05790 
iCell Neuronal Supplement B FUJIFILM Cellular Dynamics, Inc. M1029 

iCell Nervous System Supplement FUJIFILM Cellular Dynamics, Inc. M1031 
N-2 Supplement (100X) Thermo Fisher Scientific 17502-048 

Laminin (1 mg/mL) Sigma-Aldrich L2020 
Poly(Ethyleneimine) (PEI) Solution Sigma-Aldrich P3143 

PierceTM 20X Borate Buffer Thermo Fisher Scientific 28341 
0.22 μm Sterile Filter Units Thermo Fisher Scientific 596-4520

Sterile Deionized Water Multiple Vendors 
Sterile Petri Dishes (90 mm ⌀) Multiple Vendors 
Sterile Petri Dishes (30 mm ⌀) Multiple Vendors 

Terg-a-zyme Sigma-Aldrich Z72723287 
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DIV3 DIV10 DIV16 

Figure 1: Experiment Flowchart 

Figure 2: Network activity of one sample. Raster plots, each horizontal line showing each spike of every 
active electrode as a dot. There were 1024 electrodes recorded over a time period of 60 s (at DIV 3, 10 and 16). 

 
 
 
 
  
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Workflow Recordings 

iCell GlutaNeurons and iCell Astrocytes are provided in cryopreserved vials. 
They are separately thawed and then seeded together in optimized ratios on 
the MaxOne Chip. The MaxOne Chip is first coated with PEI, a laminin coating is 
included into the seeding medium. iCell GlutaNeurons and iCell Astrocytes are 
combined in a 5:1 ratio on the MaxOne Chip in Complete (fully-supplemented) 
BrainPhys medium. Culture medium is changed twice per week (50% media 
volume). Recommended timepoints for data acquisition are days-in-vitro 3 
(DIV 3), DIV 10 and DIV 16 (see Figure 2 for example data). Synchronously 
bursting networks can be observed after 2 weeks in culture. 
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A: It is critical to maintain 
cryopreserved cells at a 
stable temperature. 
Minimize exposure of 
cryopreserved iCell 
GlutaNeurons and/or iCell 
Astrocytes to ambient 
temperature when 
transferring vials to liquid 
nitrogen storage. 

B: Do not thaw the stock 
laminin solution in a 37°C 
water bath. Do not vortex 
the stock laminin solution. 

C: The Complete 
BrainPhys Medium can be 
stored at 4°C, protected 
from light, for up to 14 
days. Do not freeze the 
aliquots. 

D: Every MaxOne Chip has 
to be soaked in 70% 
ethanol. 

E: Check that the gold 
contact pad at the bottom 
of MaxOne Chip are dry 
before placing inside the 
90 mm petri dish! 

iCell Products: Handling and Storage 
Handling and Storage of iCell GlutaNeurons and iCell Astrocytes 
iCell GlutaNeurons and iCell Astrocytes are provided as cryopreserved single-
cell suspensions in 1.5 mL cryovials. Upon receipt, directly transfer the 
cryovials to the vapor phase of a liquid nitrogen storage dewar. [A] 
Handling and Storage of iCell Supplements 
iCell GlutaNeurons are shipped with two additional components: iCell Neural 
Supplement B and iCell Nervous System Supplement. These supplements are 
shipped on dry ice and should be kept frozen at -20°C until ready for use.  

Plating Protocol 
Media Preparation 

1. Thaw iCell Neural Supplement B, iCell Nervous System Supplement,  
N-2 supplement and laminin at room temperature. [B] 

2. Prepare Complete BrainPhys Medium as shown in the table below. [C] 

3. Filter the media through a 0.22 μm filter unit. 
4. In a sterile 1.5 mL centrifuge tube, prepare the Dotting Medium with 

Complete BrainPhys Medium and laminin using the volumes indicated 
in the table below: 

5. In a sterile 1.5 mL centrifuge tube, prepare the Filling Medium for one 
MaxOne Chip with Complete BrainPhys Medium and laminin using the 
volumes indicated in the table below: 

Sterilization of MaxOne Chip 
1. Prepare a Terg-a-zyme solution in deionized water (1% solution: 1g per 

liter). 
2. Leave MaxOne Chip at room temperature (R.T.) overnight inside a 

beaker with 1% Terg-a-zyme solution. 
3. Wash MaxOne Chip three times with deionized water before sterilization. 
4. Remove the sterile deionized water and transfer MaxOne Chip in a 

breaker filled with 70% ethanol. 
5. Transfer beaker to biological safety cabinet. Remove MaxOne Chip 

from beaker after 30 minutes. [D] 
6. Rinse MaxOne Chip 3 times with sterile deionized water. Aspirate the 

water with a vacuum pump. 
7. Once MaxOne Chip is dry, including the bottom of the Chip, place it 

inside a 90mm petri dish. Make incubation chamber by placing a 
30 mm Petri dish inside the 90 mm Petri dish, next to the MaxOne Chip 
(see Figure 3a). [E] 

8. Fill the 30 mm Petri dish with 1 mL sterile deionized water. Cover the 
MaxOne Chip with an autoclaved MaxOne Lid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Components Volume 
BrainPhys Neuronal Medium 95 mL 

iCell Neural Supplement B 2 mL 
iCell Nervous System Supplement 1 mL 

N-2 Supplement 1 mL 
Laminin 0.1 mL 

Dotting Medium Components Volume Final Concentration 
Complete BrainPhys Medium 800 μL Not Applicable 

Laminin 200 μL 200 μg/mL 

Filling Medium Components Volume Final Concentration 
Complete BrainPhys Medium 1104 μL Not Applicable 

Laminin 96 μL 80 μg/mL 

Notes 
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F: Fresh 0.07% PEI 
solution can be stored at 
4°C for only one week. 

G: Gently pipette the 
coating solution onto the 
center of MaxOne Chip. 
Avoid touching the 
MaxOne Chip surface with 
the tip of the pipette.  
 

H: With proper handling, 
expect to recover within 
~20% of the total cell 
number and viability 
listed in the Certificate of 
Analysis. 
 

I: Do not use a vacuum 
aspirator and do not 
disturb the pellet. 
 

J: With proper handling, 
expect to recover within 
~20% of the total cell 
number and viability 
listed in the Certificate of 
Analysis. 
 

K: Do not use a vacuum 
aspirator and do not 
disturb the pellet. 
 

PEI Solution Preparation 

1. Prepare 100 mL of 1X borate buffer by diluting 5 mL of 20X borate 
buffer in 95 mL in sterile deionized water. 

2. Prepare an intermediate 7% PEI solution: pour 1 mL of 50% PEI 
solution into a 15 mL centrifuge tube and allow it to settle (vortexing 
is recommended to get the viscous PEI into solution). Add 6 mL of 1X 
borate buffer to obtain an intermediate ~7% PEI solution. 

3. Prepare a final ~0.07% PEI solution by diluting 1 mL of intermediate 
7% PEI solution in 99 mL of 1X borate buffer. 

4. For sterilization, filter through a 0.22 μm filter unit. [F] 

Surface Coating of MaxOne Chip 

1. Add 150 μL of 0.07% PEI solution to MaxOne Chip directly covering the 
electrode array (rectangular area at the center of each well). [G] 

2. Cover each MaxOne Chip with an autoclaved MaxOne Lid. Incubate 
MaxOne Chip at 37°C for 1 hour in a 5% CO2 incubator 

3. Aspirate PEI (do not allow the wells to dry). Immediately rinse MaxOne 
Chip three times with sterile deionized water. 

Thawing iCell GlutaNeurons 

1. Thaw iCell GlutaNeurons according to their User’s Guide in a 50 mL 
centrifuge tube and dilute the cell suspension to a final volume of 
10 mL in Complete BrainPhys Medium. 

2. Remove a sample of the cell suspension and count iCell GlutaNeurons 
using a hemocytometer to verify the viability and total number of cells 
listed in the Certificate of Analysis. [H] 

3. Concentrate iCell GlutaNeurons by centrifuging at 400 x g for 
5 minutes. 

4. Aspirate the supernatant to just above the cell pellet using a 1 mL 
pipettor. [I] 

5. Measure the total volume of the cell suspension with a pipettor. Add 
the Dotting Medium to the cell suspension to reach a concentration of 
20,000 cells/μL. 

6. Mix the cell suspension and transfer it to a sterile 1.5 mL centrifuge 
tube. 

Thawing iCell Astrocytes 

1. Thaw iCell Astrocytes according to their User’s Guide in a 50 mL 
centrifuge tube and dilute the cell suspension to a final volume of 
10 mL in Complete BrainPhys Medium. 

2. Remove a sample of the cell suspension and count iCell Astrocytes 
using a hemocytometer to verify the viability and total number of cells 
listed in the Certificate of Analysis. [J] 

3. Concentrate iCell Astroctytes by centrifuging at 400 x g for 5 minutes. 
4. Aspirate the supernatant to just above the cell pellet. [K] 
5. Measure the total volume of the cell suspension with a pipettor. Add 

the Dotting Medium to the cell suspension to reach a concentration of 
4,000 cells/μL. 

6. Mix well the cell suspension and transfer it to a sterile 1.5 mL 
centrifuge tube. 
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a 

L: Make sure to mix the 
tubes before dotting each 
chip. Keep the droplet at 
the center of the electrode 
array as much as possible. 
 

M: It is crucial to cover the 
Chip to avoid medium 
evaporation while cells 
settle down on the 
surface. 
 

N: Adding too quickly will 
dislodge the adhered 
cells. 
 

O: Medium change is 
performed the day before 
recording. 
 

Figure 3: a) MaxOne Chip incubation chamber, b) Placing the drop on the sensor area of the MaxOne Chip 

Plating Cells 

1. Thoroughly mix each cell suspension by inverting the tube 2 – 3 times. 
2. Immediately dispense a 10 µL droplet of the iCell GlutaNeurons 

suspension (200,000 neurons) directly over the recording electrode 
area of the MaxOne Chip pre-coated with PEI solution (see Figure 3b). 

3. On the top, dispense 10 µL droplet of the iCell Astrocytes suspension 
(40,000 astrocytes). [L] 

4. Cover the MaxOne Chip with MaxOne Lid. [M] 
5. Incubate in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37°C for 1 hour. 
6. After incubation, fill up the MaxOne Chip well carefully with 0.6 mL of 

the Filling Medium. Incubate in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37°C. 

Maintaining Cells 

1. On day 1 post-plating, equilibrate the Filling Medium to room 
temperature.  

2. Remove 50% of the spent medium (300 µL) from the MaxOne Chip well. 
Gently and slowly add 300 µL of the Filling Medium to the side of the 
well. [N] 

3. Cover the MaxOne Chip with the MaxOne Lid. Incubate in a 5% CO2 
incubator at 37°C. 

4. On day 2 post-plating, repeat the 50% medium exchange using the 
Filling Medium. 

5. On day 6 post-plating (week 2 post-plating), add 600 µL of Complete 
BrainPhys Medium (equilibrated to room temperature) to the MaxOne 
Chip. 

6. Perform a 50 % medium exchange twice a week using the Complete 
BrainPhys Medium. [O] 
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P: Do not start the 
experiment if there are 
visible water droplets on 
the MaxOne Recording 
Unit due to condensation. 
 

Data Acquisition with MaxLab Live Assays 

1. Recommended timepoints for data acquisition are days 3, 10 and 16 
post-plating. To do so, place the MaxOne Recording Unit inside the 5% 
CO2 incubator at least 60 minutes before measurement, according to 
handling instructions (recommended: overnight). [P] 

2. To start the experiment, turn on the MaxOne System and insert a 
MaxOne Chip into the MaxOne Recording Unit. 

3. Open the MaxLab Live Server and the MaxLab Live Scope. 
4. Initialize the MaxOne Chip, visualize the signals in different views, and 

start performing experiments through the MaxLab Live Neuronal 
Assays. 

 

 

Activity Scan Assay Network Assay Axon Recording Assay 
An important step when recording 
activity with MaxOne Chip, is 
assessing whether the cells are 
electrically active (i.e. firing action 
potentials) and identifying their 
position on the array. This 
information will reveal important 
details about viability and 
developmental status of the cells. The 
Activity Scan Assay provides a quick 
and automated framework to obtain 
this information and is typically the 
first step in a MaxOne experiment. 

The Network Assay allows recording 
from large number of cells 
simultaneously. Based on a 
previously recorded Activity Scan 
Assay, subsets of electrodes can be 
selected and recorded. The assay 
features several algorithms to tailor 
the electrode selection to the user's 
needs. 

The Axon Recording Assay 
allows to measure single 
neuron electrical activity 
and to obtain a functional 
image of its neurites, 
including axons. By the 
Axon Recording Assay, it is 
possible to follow to 
measure the propagation 
velocity of action potential 
along axons. 
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